Transition matrices are an important determinant for risk management and VaR calculations in credit portfolios. It is well known that rating migration behavior is not constant through time. It shows cyclicality and significant changes over the years. We investigate the effect of changes in migration matrices on credit portfolio risk in terms of Expected Loss and Value-at-Risk figures for exemplary loan portfolios. The estimates are based on historical transition matrices for different time horizons and a continuous-time simulation procedure. We further determine confidence sets for the probability of default (PD) in different rating classes by a bootstrapping methodology. Our findings are substantial changes in VaR as well as for the width of estimated PD confidence intervals.
Introduction
It is widely accepted that rating migrations and default probabilities show significant changes through time that have impact on the loss distribution of a credit portfolio. However, despite this observed relationship the literature is rather sparse on modeling the issue. In many existing models default and transition probabilities are considered by using an average historical migration matrix without including a variable determining the state of the economy.
In the last decade, especially rating based models in credit risk management have become very popular. These systems use the rating of a company as the decisive variable to evaluate the default risk of a bond or loan. The popularity is due to the straightforwardness of the approach but also to the upcoming new capital accord (Basel II) of the Basel committee on banking supervision (6), a regulatory body under the bank of international settlements. Basel II allows banks to base their capital requirements on internal as well as external rating systems. Thus, sophisticated credit risk models are being developed or demanded by banks to assess the risk of their credit portfolio better by recognizing the different underlying sources of risk. As a consequence, default probabilities for certain rating categories but also the probabilities for moving from one rating state to another are important issues in such models for risk management and pricing.
Systematic changes in migration matrices have substantial effects on credit Value-at-Risk (VaR) of a portfolio or prices of credit derivatives like Collaterized Debt Obligations (CDOs). Macroeconomic conditions and the business cycle may be a reason for such systematic changes. Still, despite the obvious importance of recognizing the impact of business cycles on rating transitions, the literature is rather sparse on this issue. Helwege and Kleiman (24) as well as Alessandrini (1) have shown respectively that default rates and credit spreads clearly depend on the stage of the business cycle. An extensive study on differences in migration matrices was conducted by Bangia et al (5) . Examining the stability of Standard & Poor's migration matrices through the business cycle they found time inhomogeneity and second order Markov behavior. Further, by separating the economy into two states or regimes, expansion and contraction, and conditioning the migration matrix on these states, Bangia et al. the authors show significant differences in the loss distribution of credit portfolios. A summary on the topic of business cycle effects on credit ratings and defaults is given in Allen and Saunders (2) .
In this paper we consider the effects of changes in migration behavior on Value-at-Risk and PD confidence sets for credit portfolios. We also investigate the link between the state of the economy and default risk or migration behavior in the industry. Intuition gives the following view: When the economy worsens both downgrades as well as defaults will increase. The contrary should be true when the economy becomes stronger. Figures 1 shows Moody's historical default frequencies for non-investment grade bonds of rating class B for the years from 1984 to 2001. Clearly for several years there is a high deviation from the average default probablity. For B rated bonds the default frequencies range from 2.5% in 1993 in high market times to more than 14% in 1991 where there was a deep recession in the American economy. We conclude that taking average default probabilities of a longer time horizon as estimators for future default probabilities might not give correct risk estimates for a portfolio.
Investigating the question of default correlation for speculative rating classes we also get significant results. Correlations are between 0.5 and 0.74, indicating that speculative grade issuers tend to show the same tendency in default behavior. This default correlation could be interpreted as a concerted reaction of sub-investment grade bonds and loans to changes to the macroeconomic situation. Since defaults in speculative grade loans or bonds have a tendency to be clustered, this might have substantial effects on the risk of a portfolio.
For investment grade issuers variations in PDs are less significant. This is illustrated by figure 2 where Moody's historical default frequencies for rating class A issues are reported. We find that only for five years of the considered time horizon defaults could be observed. Empirical studies (29) have shown that the link between defaults or changes in migration between investment grade issuers and the cycle is less obvious than for speculative grade issuers. In this paper, we want to investigate the substantial effects of changes in migration behavior on expected loss, VaR and also on confidence intervals for PDs. We will consider the influence of such changes in migration behavior on capital requirements in terms of expected losses and VaR figures for an exemplary loan portfolio. We provide evidence that for the considered portfolio these numbers vary substantially and that the effect of different migration behavior through the cycle should not be ignored in credit risk management.
We also address the issue of how to estimate the probability of default with publicly available credit ratings and compare the behavior of confidence intervals for such default probabilities through time. Especially for investment grade rating classes, since default is a very rare event, PDs are rather noisy through time and it is difficult to obtain confidence levels for PDs. Using a bootstrap method suggested by Christensen et al (15) we are able to get tighter confidence intervals than with the standard Wald estimator.
Section two gives a review on the rating based approach to credit risk with focus on continuous-time modeling of rating migrations. Section three provides evidence on the substantial effect on different migration behavior for credit VaR. Section four illustrates how confidence sets for rare PD events can be determined using a bootstrap methodology and investigates changes in PD volatility estimates thorough time. Section five concludes.
Modeling of Rating Migrations
In later sections we will deal with continuous-time Markov chains in order to determine the Value-at-Risk of a credit portfolio for arbitrary time horizons or bootstrapping of PD confidence sets. Therefore this section is dedicated to rating-based modeling with focus on continuous-time modeling of rating transitions and generator matrices.
Discrete versus Continuous-Time Modeling
Jarrow, Lando and Turnbull (JLT) model default and transition probabilities by using a discrete, time-homogeneous Markov chain on a finite state space S = {1, ......, K} (28) . The state space S represents the different rating classes. While state S = 1 denotes the best credit rating, state K represents the default case. Hence, the (KxK) one-period transition matrix is denoted by:
where p ij ≥ 0 for all i, j, i = j, and
The variable p ij represents the actual probability of going to state j from initial rating state i in one time step.
Thus, rating based models can be seen as a special case of the so-called 'intensity model framework' (18) where randomness in the default arrival is simply modeled via a Markov chain.
For practical purposes, e.g. Lando and Skodeberg (33) recommend to model rating migrations via a continous-time Markov chain using a generator matrix. Following Noris (36) we provide the definition of a generator: Definition 2.1 A generator of a time-continuous Markov chain is given by a matrix Λ = (λ ij ) 1≤i,j≤K satisfying the following properties:
Thus, a continuous-time time-homogeneous Markov chain is specified via a KxK generator matrix of the following form:
whith negative diagonal elements
λ ij , for i = 1, .....K representing the intensities of jumping from rating i to rating j. Further, default K is considered to be an absorbing state.
Noris (36) shows that for a generator the following theorem holds:
The following two properties are equivalent for the matrix Λ ∈ R k×k satisfying the following properties:
1. Λ satisfies the Properties in Definition 2.1. 2. exp(tΛ) is a transition matrix for every t ≥ 0.
Hence, given a KxK generator matrix Λ the discrete-time t-period transition matrix P (t) is given by:
For example consider the transition matrix P The use of generator matrices in credit risk is manifold. A main issue is for example the construction of so-called credit curves, giving information about cumulative default rates for arbitrary time horizons, see e.g. (28) . For a given generator matrix Λ the cumulative default rate P D i t for rating class i is given by the K-th entry of the vector:
where x t i denotes the row of the corresponding transition matrix to the given rating i. for j = i. Where N i is the number of firms in rating class i at the beginning of the year and N ij is the number of firms that migrated from class i to rating class j during the considered year. The authors argue that these transition probabilities do not capture rare events such as a transition from rating e.g. AA to default as they may not be observed. However, it is possible that a firm reaches default through subsequent downgrades from AA -even within one year and the probability of moving from AA to default must be non-zero. Following Küchler and Sorensen (30), a maximum-likelihood estimator for the continuous-time generator matrix is given by:λ
The variable Y i (s) denotes the number of firms in rating class i at time s and N ij (T ) is the total number of transitions over the period from i to j, where i = j. Based on the estimated generator under the assumption of time-homogeneity over the considered period the transition matrix for a time interval t can be computed by the formula P (t) = e tΛ . Lando and Skodeberg point out that with the continuous-time approach one obtains strictly positive default probabilities also for rating classes where no direct default could be observed in the considered periods. However, this makes sense as for example default may happen through a consecutive downgrade of a company usually rated in the investment grade area. Thus, also for investment grade issuers default probabilities should be non-zero.
We conclude that one of the advantages of the continuous-time estimation technique is that it leads to more realistic non-zero estimates for probabilities of rare events, whereas the multinomial method often leads to zero estimates for investment grade rating classes. Further, using generator matrices it is also possible to obtain transition matrices and cumulative PDs for arbitrary time horizons. We will see in the sequel that using the continuous-time migration framework also permits to generate confidence sets for default probabilities in higher rating classes. Finally, in the continuous-time approach we do not have to worry which yearly periods we consider. Using a discrete-time approach may lead to quite different results depending on the starting point of the estimation period. However, the last issue is also a critical point for the estimation of generator matrices. In internal rating systems it is often the case that rating changes are reported only once a year and that the exact time of the change is not provided. Then, due to the rating changes in discrete time, it is not appropriate to use the maximum-likelihood estimator suggested in 2.6.
Applications of Generator Matrices
So far we have described the basic ideas of rating based credit risk evaluation methods and the advantages of continuous-time transition modeling over the discrete-time case. Despite these advantages of continuous-time modeling, there are also some problems to deal with, like the existence, uniqueness or adjustment of the generator matrix to a corresponding discrete transition matrix.
In many cases, in the internal rating system of a bank only discrete-time historical transition matrices are reported. To benefit from the advantages of continuous-time modeling we might still be interested in finding the correspondent generator matrix. In this case an important issue is whether for a given discrete one-year transition matrix a so-called 'true' generator exists. For some discrete transition matrices there is no generator matrix at all while for some there exists a generator that has negative off-diagonal elements. Examining the question of existence of a true generator and finding approximations of such matrices we review some results obtained by Israel, Rosenthal and Wei (26) .
Let's asssume that given the one-year N × N transition matrix P we are interested in finding a generator matrix Λ such that:
Dealing with the question whether such a generator matrix exists we can use the following theorem (36):
The convergence Λ n → Λ is geometrically fast and denotes a N × N matrix having row-sums of zero and satisfying P = e Λ * exactly. For the proof, see (26) . We point out that even if the series Λ * does not converge or converges to a matrix that cannot be a true generator, P may still have a true generator (26) .
However, often there remains another problem: The main disadvantage of series (2.8) is that Λ n may converge but does not have to be a true generator matrix in economic sense, particularly it is possible that some off-diagonal elements are negative. From an economic viewpoint this is not acceptable because a negative entry in the generator for short time intervals may lead to negative transition probabilities for very short time intervals. Israel et al. show the possibilty that there exists more than one corresponding generator. They provide conditions for the existence or non-existence of a valid generator matrix and further a numerical algorithm for finding this matrix.
Investigating the existence or non-existence of a valid generator matrix with only positive off-diagonal elements we start with another result obtained by Singer and Spilerman (41): Proposition 2.4 Let P be a transition matrix that has real distinct eigenvalues.
If all eigenvalues of P are positive, then the matrix obtained by (2.8) is the only real matrix Λ such that exp(Λ) = P .
If P has any negative eigenvalues, then there exists no real matrix Λ such that exp(Λ) = P .
Thus, using the conditions above we can conclude for the non-existence of a valid generator.
Proposition 2.5 Let P be a transition matrix such that the series (2.8) converges to a matrix Λ with negative off-diagonal elements. If at least one of the following three conditions hold 1. det(P ) > 1/2 and |P − I| < 1/2 or 2. P has distinct eigenvalues and det(P ) > e −π or 3. P has distinct real eigenvalues.
then there does not exist a valid generator for P .
Israel et al. also provide a search algorithm for a valid generator if the series (2.8) fails to converge or converges to a matrix that has some off-diagonal terms but it not unique. For a further description we refer to (26) since in the case of non-existence of a true generator we used some approximation methods.
Despite the manifold advantages of continuous-time transition modeling the non-existence of a valid generator matrix to a given discrete-time transition may lead to some difficulties in practical implementations. In this case, some approximation methods can be used to determine an adequate generator matrix. To illustrate these methods let us consider the historical migration matrices from 1982-2001 provided my Moody's that will be used in the empirical analysis. Unfortunately, the considered data does not contain the exact date in terms of day or month of the rating changes for the considered time horizon. So based on historical one-year transition matrices from Moody's we will have to calculate the corresponding generators. Further, for several of the considered migration matrices, the series (2.8) converges to a generator with negative off-diagonal elements being the only valid generator matrix. For example, considering the historical transition matrix P 1996 we get 
Obviously, in row seven there are negative off-diagonal entries in the generator that may lead to negative transition probabilities for very short time intervals. Thus, we will have to use some approximation methods to determine a valid generator. The result may lead to a generator not providing exactly P = e Λ * but only an approximation of the original transition matrix P . Instead the necessary condition from an economic viewpoint will be guaranteed and all off-diagonal row entries in the generator are non-negative.
The literature, suggests different methods to deal with this problem if calculating Λ, e.g. Jarrow et al. (28) or Israel et al. (26) . Comparing the suggested methods, Trück andÖzturkmen (42) find that the latter give better adjustments to the original migration matrix. Therefore, following Israel et al. (26) we used the following method for determining an approximation of the generator matrix:
For each year by using (2.8) for the original migration matrix the associated generator is calculated. If there are negative off-diagonal elements the generator is changed according to the following procedure:
Replace the negative entries by zero and add the appropriate value back into all entries of the corresponding row proportional to their absolute values. Let G i be the sum of the absolute values of the diagonal and nonnegative off-diagonal elements and B i the sum of the absolute values of the negative off-diagonal elements:
Then set the modified entries
In our example where the associated generator was Λ 1996 applying this method, e.g. in the seventh row we have to set λ 73 and λ 74 to zero and then 'redistribute' −0.006 to the positive entries λ 75 , λ 76 , λ 78 and to the diagonal element λ 77 . This gives us the adjusted generator Λ 1996,approx = 
Obviously, the obtained approximate migration matrix is very close to the original one. To compare the goodness of our approximations more thoroughly, we would have to use some difference measures for the distances from the original transition matrix to the calculated approximations. For an extensive discussion on such distance measures see (27) and (44) . In the following we will consider the approximations to Moody's historical transition matrices as 'close enough' for our purpose.
Ensuring that only valid generator matrices are used, we will now illustrate the simulation procedure that is used for estimating risk figures and confidence intervals for PDs for an exemplary portfolio of an international operating bank. The procedure for simulation follows a method suggested by Christensen et al. (15) . Based on historical observed transition matrices and the corresponding generator matrix we investigate the effect on risk capital for the credit portfolio. Technically, for each year we sample the time of a credit event using the generator matrix of the Markov process. If a credit event takes place we further sample the nature of the event -migration to another state or default -also based on the generator matrix. In the event of default, we calculate the recovery payment according to the expected recovery rate. The simulation procedure will briefly be described in this section.
Recall that a continuous-time, time-homogeneous Markov chain is specified via the (KxK) generator matrix:
where λ ij ≥ 0, for all i, j and
Recall also that the off-diagonal elements represent the intensities of jumping to rating j from rating i. Again the default state K is considered to be absorbing.
As the waiting time for leaving state i has an exponential distribution with the mean
we draw an exponentially-distributed random variable t 1 with the density function
for each company with initial rating i. Depending on the considered time horizon T for t 1 > T , the company stays in its current class during the entire period T . If we get t 1 < T , we have to determine to which rating class the company migrates.
Hence, the interval [0,1] is divided into sub-intervals according to the migration intensities calculated via
. Then a a uniform distributed random variable between 0 and 1 is drawn. Depending on which sub-interval the random variable lies in we determine the new rating class j the company migrates to. Then we draw again from an exponentially-distributed random variable t 2 -this time with parameter λ jj from the generator matrix. If we find that t 1 + t 2 > T the considered company stays in the new rating class and the simulation is completed for this firm. If t 1 + t 2 < T we have to determine the new rating class. The procedure is repeated until we get t k > T or the company migrates to the absorbing default state where it will remain for the rest of the considered time period.
This simulation procedure is conducted for every company in the portfolio. Thus, each company has a simulated rating history including all rating changes and dates for the considered time period. The results can be used for determining the number and size of losses for a loan portfolio for arbitrary time horizons. Following Lando and Christensen (31) using equation (2.6) and the simulated rating histories for all companies in the portfolio we can also calculate the estimator for the generator matrix Λ. We will see in section 4 that these estimates can also be used to calculate so-called 'bootstrap' confidence intervals for the different rating classes.
Migration Matrices and Credit VaR
We consider an internal loan portfolio of an international operating major bank consisting of 1120 companies. The average exposure is dependent on its We further make the following assumptions for the loans. For each of the simulated years we use the same rating distribution for the portfolio to keep the figures comparable. We also used an average yearly recovery rate of R = 0.45 for all companies. This is clearly a simplification of real recovery rates, however due to not having any information on the seniority of the considered loans this is an adequate assumptions for empirical recovery rates.
For the investigation we use credit rating histories from Moody's from a twenty-year period from 1982-2001 and a continuous-time approach for determining VaR figures based on simulations. To illustrate the differences in migration behavior we show the credit curves of two years belonging to two different phases of the business cycle. The year 2001 was a year of economic turmoil with high default rates and many downgrades while in 1997 the macroeconomic situation was stable and the economy was growing. Lower default probabilities and more upgrade than downgrades were the consequences.
Both for investment grade issuers and speculative grade issuers we find completely different credit curves. The graphs were plotted for a ten year time horizon, Clearly it is rather unrealistic that the macroeconomic situation stays in a recession or expansion state for such a long time. However, in the sequel we will illustrate that even in a considered time horizon of one-year the effects can be substantial.
Further the effect of on risk figures was considered for different time horizons of six months, one year and a three year period. Two typical loss distributions for the years 1998 and 2001 are displayed in figure 6 . The distributions have an expected loss of µ = 148.55 Mio. with a standard de- A closer picture of the significant changes in the Value-at-Risk for the considered credit portfolio through the consider period is provided in figure  9 and 10.
We find that simulated VaR and Expected Shortfall figures show great variation through the business cycle. While in the years 1983 and 1996 the average expected loss for the portfolio would be only 31. Mio. Euro. The maximum of the simulated average losses for the portfolio is about eight times higher than the minimum amount in the considered period. Similar numbers are obtained for considering Value-at-Risk or expected shortfall. The one-year 95%-VaR varies between 45 Mio. and 258.75 Mio. Euro, while the one-year 99%-VaR lies between a minimum of 56.25 Mio. in 1996 and 273.37 Mio. in the year 2001. This illustrates the enormous effect the business cycle might have on migration behavior and thus, ob the risk of a credit portfolio. Ignoring these effects may lead to completely wrong estimates of credit VaR and capital requirements for a loan or bond portfolio. This points out the necessity to use credit models that include variables measuring the state of the business cycle or use conditional migration matrices. In the next section we will further investigate the effect of the macroeconomic behavior on confidence sets for PDs.
Confidence Sets for Default Probabilities
Another main issue of credit risk modeling is the behavior of probabilities of default (PDs). In the internal rating based approach of the new Basel capital accord, PDs are the main input variables for determining the risk and the necessary regulatory capital for a portfolio. Of course, regulators are not the only constituency interested in the properties of PD estimates. PDs are inputs to the pricing of credit assets, from bonds and loans to more sophisticated instruments such as credit derivatives. However, especially for companies with an investment grade rating default is a rare event. Often high credit quality firms make up the bulk of the large corporate segment in any large bank's portfolio. But with only little information on actual defaulted companies in an internal credit portfolio, observed PDs for the investment grade categories are likely to be very noisy. The question rises how one should go about estimating reliable confidence intervals for PDs. This is of particular importance, since similar to the VaR or expected shortfall of a credit portfolio, PDs may also vary systematically with the business cycle. Thus, also investment grade ratings PDs are rather unlikely to be stable over time. Therefore, in this section we tackle the question of obtaining reliable estimates for PDs also in the investment grade sector and compare these PDs for the considered time period from 1982-2001.
Lando and Christensen (31) estimate transition and default probabilities and set confidence intervals for default probabilities for each rating class by using the continuous-time approach of the previous section. They find that a continuous-time bootstrap method can be more appropriate than using the estimates based on actual default observations. This is especially true for higher rating classes where defaults are very rare events.
To illustrate the advantages of the bootstrap method let us first consider a binomial random variable X ∼ B(p i , n i ) where p i denotes the probability of default for rating class i and n i the number of companies in the rating class. Now assume that there is a investment grade rating class in the internal rating system where no actual defaults was observed in the considered timeperiod. Clearly, the corresponding estimator for the PD in this rating class is then p i = 0. However, for VaR calculations a bank is also interested in confidence intervals for PDs of the investment grade rating classes. Based on the considered binomial distribution one could compute the largest default probability for a given confidence level α that cannot be rejected by solving the following equation:
Therefore, the corresponding upper value p max of a confidence interval for a rating class with no observed defaults is:
The main disadvantage of the binomial method becomes obvious immediately. The confidence intervals are dependent on the number of firms n i in the considered rating class. The lower n i , the wider becomes the confidence interval what is illustrated in table 4 for an exemplary portfolio with 50 companies in the rating class Aaa and 500 companies in rating class Aa. We further assume that for both rating classes in the considered period no defaults could be observed. We find that using the binomial distribution to estimate 95% and 99% confidence intervals, the intervals for rating class Aaa are about ten times wider than those for Aa. From an economic point of view this is questionable and simply a consequence of the fact that more companies were assigned with the lower rating.
Of course, the binomial distribution can also be used for calculating twosided confidence intervals for lower rating classes where also transition to defaults were observed. What is needed is the total number of firms with certain rating i at the beginning of the period and the number of firms among them that defaulted until the end of the considered period. Then, for a given confidence level α the standard Wald confidence interval iŝ
where n i is the total number of firms in rating class i and q α is the α-quantile of the standard normal distribution. Unfortunately the estimates for confidence intervals obtained by the Wald estimator are not very tight, see e.g. (40) . Christensen et al. (15) as well as Schürmann and Hanson (40) point out that the obtained confidence sets by a so-called continuous-time bootstrap method are much tighter than those obtained by the standard Wald estimator. Christensen et al. (15) state that the only advantage in the binomial case is that using this method one is able to derive genuine confidence sets, i.e. to analyze the set of parameters which an associated test would not reject based on the given observations.
To compare confidence intervals through the business cycle we therefore used the bootstrap method described in (15) . An introduction to bootstrapping can be found in Efron and Tibshirani (19) , so we will only briefly describe the idea of the bootstrap and our simulation algorithm. The same simulation procedure as in section 2.2 is used to obtain histories for each of the considered companies. We simulate N = 5000 fake datasets for each time window. We used a fake dataset with a number of 1000 issuers in each rating category. Then the issuers history background Markov process is simulated using the observed historical transition matrix for each year. The simulated rating changes are translated into a history of observed rating transitions. For each replication the generator matrix of the hidden Markov chain model is then reestimated, using the fake dataset history and the maximum-likelihood estimator 
From the estimated transition structure we calculate the one-year default probability for each true state. Exponentiating this matrix gives an estimator of the one-year migration matrix and the last column of the transition matrix provides the vector of estimated default probabilities for each replication. We end up with N of these vectors. Thus, for each year or following (31) -each true state of the background process -we have N one-year default probabilities.
Another possibility to find confidence sets would have been to develop asymptotic expressions for the distribution of test statistics in the continuoustime formulation and use those for building approximate confidence sets. However, in practice the bootstrap method seems both easier to understand and to implement. Note that the maximum-likelihood estimator does not have a simple closed form expression for its variance/covariance matrix. This makes it difficult to provide information about the confidence sets for estimated parameters. In fact, we would need to use asymptotics twice. First to find the variance of the estimated generatorΛ and additionally finding an expression for the variance of exp(Λ). The second step again only seems feasible using an asymptotic argument. Unfortunately the asymptotic variance ofΛ is hardly a good estimator, since many types of transitions occur only rarely in the data set. Thus, the bootstrap method provides tighter intervals and is also more understandable.
Based on all replications for each year 1982-2001 the relevant quantiles and the distribution of the PDs is obtained. Efron and Tibshirani (19) suggest for confidence intervals to use bootstrap replications of 1000. To be on the safe side, for each rating class and each considered year from 1982-2001 we ran 5000 replications. Thus, for each year and for each rating class we obtained a distribution based on 5000 simulated PDs. The results for investment grade rating classes Aa and A can be found in figure 13 and 14 where we plotted boxplots of the PDs for the whole considered period.
It becomes obvious that confidence intervals vary substantially through time. This includes not only the level of the mean of the bootstrapped PDs but also the width of the confidence interval. Comparing for example the 95% interval for rating class A we find that the interval in 1993 We find that for investment grade ratings with the level also the width of an estimated confidence set for the PD increases substantially. Histograms for the same rating class Ba but for different periods -1991 and 1996 -can be found in figure 15 . Obviously the plotted histograms for the two periods do not even coincide. For non-investment grade ratings the variations in the level of average PDs is also extreme. However, as it can be seen in table 4, we find that the width of the intervals does not show the extreme variations as for the investment grade ratings. This is best illustrated by the coefficient of variation v = σ mean comparing the standard deviation of the width of the confidence intervals to its mean. We find a decreasing coefficient of variation for lower rating classes. Thus, we conclude that the fraction PD to the volatility of PD decreases with an increasing PD. This could be an interesting finding for credit derivative modeling where also the volatility of PDs is an important input variable. 
Conclusion
This paper investigated the effect of different migration matrices on an exemplary portfolio through the business cycle. We also calculated confidence intervals based on a bootstrap method introduced in Lando and Christensen (31) and 20-year history of Moody's migration matrices. To determine Valueat-Risk for the portfolio as well as PD confidence sets, a continuous-time simulation and bootstrap method was used. Therefore, following Israel et al (26) we illustrated how from an original discrete transition matrix the corresponding generator can be derived. Then using an approach by Christensen and Lando (15) credit VaR and PD confidence intervals were determined. The results point out the substantial effect of variations in the economy on the expected loss, VaR or expected shortfall for a credit portfolio if a rating based credit risk system is used. The estimated one-year-VaR of the considered portfolio was about six times higher for the dramatic recession period in 2001 than for example in 1996 and more than twice of the average one-year VaR. The effect on confidence sets for default probabilities is even more dramatic. Variations in the width and level of confidence intervals for investment grade rating classes were significant and did not even coincide in periods of economic expansion or recession. We further found a decreasing coefficient of variation with increasing PD what could be an interesting finding for credit derivative modeling where also the volatility of PDs is an important determinant. We conclude that it cannot be considered as an appropriate approach to use average transition matrix as an input for rating based credit risk modeling. The effect of the business cycle on changes of migration behavior and therefore also on Value-at-Risk and PDs is too eminent to be neglected. Migration behavior and PDs in credit risk models should be adjusted or forecasted with respect to the macroeconomic situation. 
